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Weather Fronts Activity - Mr. PK
1. Go to https://learn.weatherstem.com/modules/learn/lessons/105/index.html 
2. Answer the questions below.

*

a climate

a biome

a sunny day

a front

*

The warm air rises causing clouds along the boundary

The cold air rises causing clouds along the boundary

1. The transition zone between two air masses of different densities is called 

2. Click on the Cold Front arrow at the bottom. Drag the screen to make the cold air move in. 
What happens?
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*

Along the boundary of warm air and cold air

Within both air masses

Within the warm air mass

Within the cold air mass

*

3. Drag the screen to make the cold air move in. Where is there rain?

4. Click on the Cold Front arrow at the top left of the Cold Front simulation. How are cold 
fronts marked on a weather map?



Blue teeth

Red teeth

Blue semicircles

Red semicircles

*

The cold air rises quickly

The cold air rises gradually

The warm air rises quickly

5. Click, "MENU". Then click the warm front arrow at the bottom of the screen. Drag the 
screen to make the warm air move to the right. What happens?



The warm air rises gradually

*

blue teeth

red semicircles

blue teeth and red semicircles facing in opposite directions

blue teeth and red semicircles facing in the same direction

*

6. Click on the Warm Front arrow at the top left of the Warm Front simulation. How are warm 
fronts marked on a weather map?

7.  Click, "MENU". Then click the occluded front arrow at the bottom of the screen. Drag the 
screen to make the left cold air mass move to the right. What happens?



a cold air mass is sandwiched between two warm air masses and is forced upwards causing precipitati…

a cold air mass is sandwiched between two warm air masses and is forced downwards causing precipit…

a warm air mass is sandwiched between two cold air masses and is forced downwards causing precipit…

a warm air mass is sandwiched between two cold air masses and is forced upwards causing precipitati…

*

red half circles

blue triangles

blue triangles and red half circles facing in opposite directions

alternating purple half circles and triangles

8. Click on the Occluded Front arrow at the top of the Occluded Front simulation. How are 
occluded fronts represented on a weather map?



*

The cold air mass and warm air mass meet and combine to make one air mass

The cold air mass and warm air mass meet and the cold air mass pushes the warm air mass out of the …

The cold air mass and warm air mass meet and the warm air immediately pushes up above the cold air …

The cold air mass and warm air mass meet with equal force and cannot overtake the other one and so t…

*

9. Click, "MENU". Then click the station front arrow at the bottom of the screen. What's 
happening?

10. Click on the Stationary Front arrow at the top of the Stationary Front simulation. How are 
stationary fronts represented on a weather map?



blue triangles

red half circles

alternating blue triangles and red half circles facing in opposite directions

alternating purple half circles and triangles


